
Explorer
 You may have a little anxiety

about your quilting abilities, but
you’re not feeling overwhelmed

anymore. You are starting to
see even more clarity in the
results. You are beginning to
find those perfect points on

your final blocks and ready to
start the next stage in your

skills.

Congratulations, you have
reached this new stage, and

you are feeling more
confident. You have learned
new skills that allow you to
tackle more complex units
and blocks. Advanced tools
and quilt-making techniques

will help you improve and
gain clarity in your quilting

abilities.

Travelers
Congratulations! You have

taken the first step of
conquering your quilting fears.
You are ready to start learning

the fundamentals that will
make you a better quilter and

lead you to make a better-
looking quilt. 

Fundamentals

You are gaining clarity on how
the Studio 180 Designs tools can
help you in your quilting abilities.
I know you may still be feeling a
little confused and overwhelmed

at times. However, you are
starting to see how correctly

using the tool are making your
units and blocks more accurate.
Now you are wanting to move

forward and learn more.

Adventurer

You are ready to move to the final
step before we start Exploring the

Horizons. You have come a long way in
your quilting abilities. The confidence is
there. The anxiety level is low, but you

may still feel it when you learn
something new; however, you are not

worried. You got this and you are
ready to conquer this stage.

Conqueror

 

Precision Block Academy
Quilting Journey

Helping quilters transform
from frustrated to confident

by honing their precision
quilting skills.
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Congratulations! You have
taken the first step of

conquering your quilting fears.
You are ready to start learning

the fundamentals that will
make you a better quilter and

lead you to making better-
looking quilt. 

Complete the Tucker Trimmer units and
post images in the Facebook Group

 

Did you watch and understand the video on using the Tucker Trimmer
Tools and techniques? 
Did you download and read through the block project? 

Do you understand how to use the tool, recognize all the tool

marking, terminology, etc.?
Do you understand the tool instructions, cutting chart, and how to
use them in other quilt projects?
Did you attend the monthly quilting 101 class covering the basics,
such as Rotary Cutting, 1/4” seam allowance, and Organization tip?

Fundamentals
Months 1-3

Assemble and complete the block
projects and post images in the
Facebook Group

Attend the monthly Zoom section on
Quilting 101, where you will learn Rotary
Cutting, 1/4” seam allowance, and
Organization tip.

Watch a video on using the Tucker
Trimmer tools and techniques and
making the monthly block.

Download and Read through the block
project 

Actions

Precision Block Academy
Quilting Journey

Helping quilters transform
from frustrated to confident

by honing their precision
quilting skills.

Milestones

Watch videos on how to make the
monthly blocks 
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You are gaining clarity on how
the Studio 180 Designs tools
can help you in your quilting

abilities. I know you may still be
feeling a little confused and

overwhelmed at times.
However, you are starting to
see how correctly using the

tool are making your units and
blocks more accurate. Now you
are wanting to move forward

and learn more.
 

Complete the Wing Clipper units and
Square Squared units then post images
in the Facebook Group

 

Did you watch and understand the video on using the Studio 180
Design Wing Clipper and Square Squared tools and techniques? 
Did you download and read through the block project? 
Do you understand how to use the tool, recognize all the tool
marking, terminology, etc?
Do you understand the tool instructions, cutting chart, and how to
use them in other quilt projects? (Maybe make a worksheet?)
Did you attend the monthly quilting 101 class covering the basics,
such as pressing, Ironing, and Aligning the Points?

Months 4-5

Assemble and complete the block
projects and post images in the
Facebook Group

Attend the monthly Zoom section on
Quilting 101, where you will learn
Pressing, Ironing and Aligning Points
techniques

Watch the videos on how to use the
Wing Clipper and Square Squared
tools and techniques.

Download and Read through the block
project 

Actions

Explorer

Precision Block Academy
Quilting Journey

Helping quilters transform
from frustrated to confident

by honing their precision
quilting skills.

Milestones

Watch videos on how to make the
monthly blocks 
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You are still feeling somewhat
confused and overwhelmed.
You are starting to see how
using the tools correctly can
make your units and blocks

more accurate. You are ready
to move forward and learn new

skills.
 

Complete the V Block, Corner Beam, and
Square Squared units then post images
in the Facebook Group

Assemble and complete the block
projects and post images in the Facebook
Group

 

Adventurer

Helping quilters transform
from frustrated to confident

by honing their precision
quilting skills.

Did you watch and understand the video using the Studio 180 Design
V Block, Corner Beam, and Split Rects tools and techniques?
Did you download and read through the block project? 

Do you understand how to use the tools, recognize all the markings

on the tools?
Do you understand the tool instructions, cutting chart, and how to
use them in other quilt projects?
Did you attend the monthly quilting 101 class covering how to break
down the quilts into a block, Fabric selection, how to assemble a
standard quilt? 

Attend the monthly Zoom section on
Quilting 101 series, where you will learn
how to break down the quilts into a block,
Matching points, and Fabric selection 

Watch the videos on using the V
Block, Corner Beam, and Split Rects
tools and techniques.

Download and Read through the block
project 

Actions

Precision Block Academy
Quilting Journey

Milestones
Months 6-8

Watch videos on how to make the
monthly blocks 
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Congratulations, you have
reached this new stage, and

you are feeling more confident.
You have learned new skills

that allow you to tackle more
complex units and blocks. 
 Advanced tools and quilt-

making techniques will help you
improve and gain clarity in

your quilting abilities.
 
 

Complete the Corner Pop, Diamond
Rects, and Four Patch Square Up units,
then post images in the Facebook Group

Assemble and complete the block
projects and post images in the
Facebook Group

 

Milestones
Did you watch and understand the video using the Studio 180 Design
Corner Pop, Diamond Rects, and Four Patch Square Up tools and
techniques?
Did you download and read through the block project? 

Do you understand how to use the tools, recognize all the markings on

the tools?
Do you understand the tool instructions, cutting chart, and how to use
them in other quilt projects?
Did you attend the monthly quilting 101 class covering how to assemble
on-point quilt layouts, Making and Assembling borders, and Binding?

Attend the monthly Zoom section on
Quilting 101 series, where you will learn how
to assemble on-point quilt layouts, Making
and Assembling borders, and Binding.

Watch the videos using the Corner
Pop, Diamond Rects, and Four Patch
Square Up tools and techniques. 

Download and Read through the block
project 

Traveler

Precision Block Academy
Quilting Journey

Helping quilters transform
from frustrated to confident

by honing their precision
quilting skills.

Watch videos on how to make the
monthly blocks 

Actions

Months 9-11
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Now you are ready to move to
the final step before we start
Exploring the Horizons. You

have come a long way in your
quilting abilities. The

confidence is there. The anxiety
level is low, but you may still

feel it when you learn
something new, however you
are not worried. You got this

and you are ready to conquer
this stage.

 
 

Complete the Lemoyne Star units, then
post images in the Facebook Group

Assemble and complete the block
projects and post images in the Facebook
Group

Conqueror

Helping quilters transform
from frustrated to confident

by honing their precision
quilting skills.

 

Watch the videos on using the Rapid
Star Lemoyne Star 

Download and Read through the block
project 

Actions

Precision Block Academy
Quilting Journey

MilestonesMonths 12
Did you watch and understand the video on using the Studio 180 Design
Rapid Star Lemoyne Star?
Did you download and read through the block project? 

Do you understand how to use the tools, recognize all the markings on

the tools?
Do you understand the tool instructions, cutting chart, and how to use
them in other quilt projects?

 Complete the Quilt Assembly

Watch videos on how to make the
monthly blocks 
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